
Emerging evidence indicates that chemicals found in petroleum may exhibit a variety of 
biological activities that can lead to adverse health effects. Given the recent intensification of 
state and federal efforts to consider contaminants of emerging concern in drinking and surface 
waters there is a need to characterize the potential of waters contaminated with petroleum 
hydrocarbons and their metabolites to interact with biological targets and exert toxicity. We 
utilized historical biogeochemical and chemical data from the well-studied petroleum–impacted 
waters at the Bemidji Crude Oil Spill Fate and Transport Research Site to identify impacted 
groundwater sampling sites of interest. Toxicity was characterized using a Microtox system and 
a suite of high-throughput in vitro toxicology assays (human nuclear receptor assays). Acute 
toxicity was observed only in samples with high nonvolatile dissolved organic carbon 
concentrations, but not in less contaminated or background samples. Higher levels of biological 
activity were observed in samples taken from methanogenic zones than those from iron-
reducing zones within the plume, and no upregulation was observed in background samples. 
These data have implications for future decisions on the design and implementation of 
remediation strategies and regulatory action to manage drinking and surface water resources to 
protect human and ecosystem health.

The groundwater-wetland system impacted by an oil pipeline burst in 1979 near Bemidji, MN, USA was chosen 
to conduct our experiments. The oil spill here resulted in the release of 10,700 barrels of crude oil which flowed 
over land and percolated through the unsaturated zone, settling on the water table. The fate and transport of this 
oil has been studied by the USGS and interdisciplinary university research teams for over 30 years, making it 
the most thoroughly studied oil spill site in the world. Research at this site has resulted in over 200 scientific 
publications (see http://mn.water.usgs.gov/projects/bemidji/). Our team selected this site because of the abundance of physical and 
intellectual infrastructure, including spatial and temporal water chemistry data and its chemically-diverse 
sampling wells . 

Figure 2 . Sampling well locations relative to crude oil source and groundwater plume. 
(Modified from Bekins et al., 2020). 310E is a reference well unaffected by the spill.  BTEX =  
benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene and xylene.

Figure 1. Conceptual approach of the Broader Study - integration of biological, chemical and 
biogeochemical data to assess toxicity of distinct waters impacted by weathered oil.  

*Focus of this presentation: Toxicology Highlights (Characterization of biological activity of oil-
impacted groundwater using in vitro, cell–based toxicity screening).

Figure 3. Specific Toxicity. Nuclear receptor (NR) Activity - HepG2 cells.  This graphic shows responses for four molecular 
targets (out of 24 tested) that were activated  by short-term exposure to groundwater extracts from 6 locations (1x, HLB Oasis-
based extraction). Target activation is expressed as a fold change relative to DMSO control. Only molecular targets 
up/downregulated more than 1.3-fold in at least one of the wells are shown. PPARa: Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-alpha, 
PPARg: Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-gamma, PXR: Pregnane X receptor, ERa: Estrogen receptor-alpha. 

Specific Toxicity Methods: Extracts were analyzed for bioactivity using trans-FACTORIAL platform designed to detect effects 
of chemicals on activities of 24 human nuclear hormone receptors (Romanov et al., 2009). HepG2 cells were transiently 
transfected with optimized trans-FACTORIAL library; this high-content reporter system allows quantitative assessment of 
activities of multiple transcription factors (TFs) in a eukaryotic cell. (Romanov S, Medvedev A, Gambarian M, Poltoratskaya N, Moeser M, Medvedeva L, Gambarian M, Diatchenko L, Makarov S. Homogeneous 

reporter system enables quantitative functional assessment of multiple transcription factors. Nature methods. 2008 Mar;5(3):253-60.)

• This study was the first to comprehensively screen specific toxicity of groundwater from an 
aged crude oil spill site. Our work demonstrates that these novel toxicity assessment 
technologies can be used to investigate the effectiveness and progression of the natural 
attenuation in petroleum impacted environments (e.g., compare magnitude of toxicity across 
different sites and biogeochemical environments)

• Groundwater collected from beneath the oil body (well 533E) was most potent/toxic and it 
stimulated ERa, PXR, PPARg, PPARa. Those same nuclear receptors were stimulated by 
the waters collected from downgradient area within the contaminant plume, but 
stimulation was of lower magnitude (Fig. 3). The patterns of stimulation/toxicity were similar  
to those we published in 2018 when using a different sets of assays. See: McGuire JT, Cozzarelli IM, 
Bekins BA, Link H, Martinović-Weigelt D. Toxicity assessment of groundwater contaminated by petroleum hydrocarbons at a well-
characterized, aged, crude oil release site. Environmental science & technology. 2018 Oct 1;52(21).

• Analysis of the molecular/toxicity targets indicated that (even 40+ years after the spill) the 
groundwaters contaminated with chemicals from the original spill and/or chemicals 
resulting from the breakdown of the oil compounds have the potential to cause adverse 
impacts on development, endocrine, and liver functioning if vertebrates were to be exposed 
to them sufficiently. 

• Our broader work also shows that commonly used sampling and analysis methods can 
exclude or under-represent oil breakdown products and thus may underestimate risks 
from these chemicals. This finding is of importance to remediation managers and regulators in 
Minnesota and nationally because there is an active debate as to which methods and protocols 
are most suitable for hazard and risk assessment at petroleum spill sites. See: Bekins BA, Brennan JC, 
Tillitt DE, Cozzarelli IM, Illig JM, Martinović-Weigelt D. Biological effects of hydrocarbon degradation intermediates: is the total 
petroleum hydrocarbon analytical method adequate for risk assessment?. Environmental Science & Technology. 2020 Aug 
13;54(18):11396-404.
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Figure 4. Method Principle and Acute Toxicity Results. The well beneath oil plume 
had the highest percent light loss (indication of of toxicity) while samples furthest from 
the plume, including those from the reference site, exerted no acute toxicity.   
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